
CRY OUT FOR JOY 
 
Zephaniah today called some of the Israelites, the remnants, to rejoice and wait for the Lord. It is 
strange that he called persons who were in captivity to rejoice, “Shout for joy, O daughter Zion! Sing 
joyfully, O Israel! … The LORD has removed the judgment against you He has turned away your 
enemies” (Zeph.3). When he wrote Israel was under bondage, and many followed the way of the 
nation that subjected them to exile. It happened that they copied their way of life and this corrupted 
their religious practices as they mixed together faith in God and the idolatry of the Assyrians. 
However, Zephaniah urged the remnant (persons still faithful to God) to rejoice. As a Priest 
preached this morning, he likened the situation to the syndrome of “if you cannot beat them, join 
them” He beautifully explained in the same analogies what is going on in the world now concerning 
Christmas. This reflection will help you. This reflection will have an interesting second part that you 
would like to read tomorrow as well on Christmas light and Halloween light. 
 
I believe that hearing other priests express what I believe should be Advent was a necessary 
reinforcer of the message that I sent out at the beginning of Advent as we start the last phase of 
Advent today. I have to mention that what I had written two weeks ago (What is Christmas for 
You? see cmdorg.org) was prompted by an urgency from the Holy Spirit. And there have been many 
things that happened since then that made me to contemplate the urgency and importance of the 
write up. Every week, I have a syndicated live show on a radio station (very much widespread). 
Something unusual happened two weeks ago as I prepared to say something on Advent-preparation. 
I did not know that all the time that I was live on the air, speaking, there was an interference of 
music. When the other Presenter with me spoke she could be heard, when I spoke, after a minute or 
two, it was music that interrupted my voice and took over and persons did not here my voice again. 
Persons called after the show and wanted me to know that it was strange warfare hindering that 
message; this happened not only once, but up to the three times that I spoke. And I resolved to 
preach the message on Advent Preparation again last week. And something stranger happened. 
Before we started the live show, a staff of the radio station got us well connected. However, after 20 
minutes in the show someone texted asking why we were not on the show tonight, persons only 
heard a buzzing irritating sound. An expert technician who helps the radio station in such 
occurrence could not get to the studio because of a parade (and I guess Christmas parade, in the 
second week of Advent, that could have caused traffic jam). Few minutes after our own time on air 
elapsed, other Presenters on the same radio station were heard very well, even as the technician did 
not go to the studio. 
 
And this takes me to the center of our reflection. The priest continued to preach this morning 
noting that we have Christmas for the remnant of the Lord Jesus Christ and Christmas for the 
worldly culture. Christmas is not Advent. Christ begins on the eve of the Nativity of the Lord, which 
is the evening of the 24th day of the twelfth month of the Year. Christmas runs from that 24th eve 
to the Baptism of the Lord which is in the first month of the year. And he explained that for the 
worldly persons, Christmas begins a day after Thanksgiving (normally celebrated in USA around the 
22nd of the 11th month of the year, Christ the king Month). And their Christmas ends around the 
1st or 2nd of the first month of the year, that is after they start to recover from all the expenses and 
the fatigues of parties of the holiday period. Some already have the baby Jesus in the crib displayed 
in their Christmas decoration, “What is there to wait for or expect if Advent is a time for 
preparation and waiting? We understand that Advent has to cycles, the first two weeks and the last 
cycle before Christmas (I will address this distinction another time). Advent is a time for waiting in 
prayer, meditation on the mystery of our Lord Jesus Christ Who has taken human flesh to redeem 
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us; contemplating the mystery of the Immaculate womb of Virgin Mary who conceived the Savior. 
Such contemplation stirs up gratefulness, peace, and joy. Advent is also a time of penance and 
abstinence, sacramental confession, and reparation for sins, forgiving persons as to start the new 
year with clean heart, etc. It may be the case that some are observing some of these already, may the 
Lord grant you wisdom to get deeper into the mystery of Advent as we come to this last phase of it. 
However, if you think that what I have written is not the case also consider that you have joined the 
spirit of the world; please remember that either we are of the Lord or we are of the world. Jesus 
prays for His remnants, “they are not of the world, just as I am not of the world. I do not ask that 
you take them out of the world, but that you keep them from the evil one. They are not of the 
world, just as I am not of the world.” (Jn.17) 
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